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Atmospheric Opening of the Labyrinth.
Saturday 24 March 2012.

Atmospheric Opening of the Labyrinth. Saturday 24 March 2012.
As the official party approached the site, the labyrinth gradually became discernible
through the morning mist. “Atmospheric” was overheard as one descriptor. Nevertheless,
it did not deter the crowds, well represented by the Friends, from enjoying the occasion.
John welcomed the Mayor Cllr Gordon Moore, other Councillors and everyone present
whilst thanking the funders and all those who had contributed to the project. Cllr Reg
Adair gave the opening speech, referring to all the good work undertaken by the Friends
and how it is appreciated by the authorities and visitors to the park alike. Up to then some
87 different people had volunteered 2,277 hours to make it such a success. Children were
enlisted to help with holding and cutting the ribbon – which had to be repeated several
times to satisfy all the photographers!
The Mayor requested a chance to address the crowd acknowledging how much the Friends
were appreciated, how fit we all looked and recommended others to join to improve their
health.
The first event following the opening was a High Five walk. Everyone was encouraged to
enter, keeping to the left of their path and to greet each person they met. When arms
were getting tired we resorted to a broad smile or acknowledging nod. During this walk the
Mayor commented, “I’ve got it now! I really see what the labyrinth is about. I shall be
coming back”. Labyrinths are like that, until you have experienced them some people are
quite sceptical. Walking the labyrinth is a journey and there is no limit to what can be
done on that journey. Do make use of all the leaflets which the Friends were handing out
to the crowd.
Back in the Visitor Centre conversation was buzzing over tea, coffee and biscuits.
Labyrinths, the importance of the Friends, wonders of the park and how we might raise
more funds were all hot topics. See? Labyrinths open up the mind to new ideas providing
something for everyone.
To complement the labyrinth in the park there is a finger labyrinth sited outside Bradmore
Community Hall, near to the Methodist Church. Give it a go, and if you have blind friends
take them along too.
Finally, thank you all for supporting the project so willingly over the last year, your time,
skills and muscles are all fully appreciated.
John Randall

You might like to see the attached video of the event taken by Roger Johnson.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1JEvtaFGdU

Relining the pond in Gibbies
The Friends turned out in their numbers to reline a small pond in Gibbies Wood. The pond had
started to lose water and the wire net, to deter dogs, had sunk. The first task was to remove
the old net, it had been buried around the edges and clogged with weed. While this was going
on frogs and newts were being rescued and stored in buckets and bins. A felt liner was laid
first and then the butyl rubber liner was placed on top. The saved water and aquatic wildlife
were then returned. More water was first brought from the main lake by bucket and bin. A
new wire net was stretched across the pond and the edges pegged and covered with turf. Our
newly acquired petrol water pump then made the filling of the pond quick and easy.

Thanks to all the Friends who worked tirelessly on this project

First and Third Sunday Teas-report for Spring
2012
Thank you to all who rose to the challenge of more homemade
cakes-our supplies have increased and our freezer is full! Now we
need more to serve on our new opening days, so if you are free on
a Sunday morning or afternoon, please offer and sign on the list in
the kitchen!!
February’s 1st and 3rd Sundays were beautiful sunny winter days so takings were high but
March’s were the opposite! The 10 k Run produced 880 very wet and muddy runners but
few spectators so although both our ‘tent on the hill’ and the ‘school room’ were both
busy, the takings were down on last year’s.
At the January meeting of the Friends it was decided to channel our funding this year into
an apple orchard. Our bees are happy and settled and produced a lot of honey last year –
thanks to our busy bee keepers, Sara and Helen. We have planted some fruit bushes near
them for extra pollen, [thanks to Bill and his concrete braking helpers] So the plan is to
plant an apple orchard at Millfield, for the additional pollen and eventually some fruit.
Preparations are under way with planning local varieties, stocknet fencing etc, all of which
there will be more in later editions, with a expected planting date of next winter.
Thank you to Angela and all the many Friends and friends who make this venture such a
success and hope to see you one Sunday enjoying our beautiful park and a cup of tea with
cake!
Sue Jackson.

Involving the community, volunteers from the
Lions Club plant a hedge.
The Lions Club International District enjoyed a lovely day planting a hedge of hawthorn beside
the path leading up Fowemer Hill. The Friends had initially planted about two thirds of the
hedge and Chris and Zoe had pre-dug the holes for a eleven standard trees and the rest of the
hedge. The members of this group were instructed by Zoe and quickly took to the task with
enthusiasm. They all expressed their gratitude and satisfaction for this activity. We hope they
will carry out similar work in future years. Well Done to all concerned.

Hedgerows, Trees, Woodlands, Fencing, Footpaths & Willow
This winter we have asked for even more from you than usual and true to your form you have
taken up the challenge & responded with hard work, humour and skill. Achievements started
with laying the Heritage Centre boundary hedgerow, plus the stretch by Bradmore walkthrough
and along the entrance by the Avenue.
The planned thinning, coppicing & crown lifting alongside the Millfield hedgerow has been
completed and certainly challenged Chris’s nerve on one particularly wet & windy day - Well
done I had every faith in you!! This work opens up the area nicely to allow more light for the
hedgerow & coppice regeneration and will complement the planned Millfield Orchard.
After a 10yr review the start of long awaited woodland work was carried out in Gibbies, P1,
P20, P14, P8a & the Ladybird Trail. Work consisted of thinning & coppicing for safety & conservation & in P1 to allow extra light into the adjacent houses. My particular thanks to Chris Davis
for all his skill & hard work and thanks also to the expert brash clearing teams for making our
now trade mark brash lines.
Continuing our in-house plan to repair old fences with recycled materials from removed fence
lines, a number of old fences have been smartened up. Plus the Labyrinth side of the Tree
Trail has been replaced with a new stocknet fence - Our time at Wytham has certainly helped
to hone some of our fencing skills!
A weeks footpath surfacing meant the paths were ready for the Annual 10K Run - just a shame
the weather didn’t oblige on the day!
Lastly our new willow coppice areas: lakeside, Gibbies & the Friends Field have been coppiced
for the first time and despite appearances have survived better than expected after 2 particularly dry seasons. It was a thrill for Jean & I to plant our first home grown stock of cuttings.
A huge thank you to all for helping us achieve so much this winter, you deserve a bit of a
breather - but I do just have one or two jobs planned!!!!!
Zoe

AGM 7th March 2012
It is so encouraging to see so many Friends at our Annual General Meeting and I would like to
thank you all for attending.
It never ceases to amaze me how much enthusiasm is shown by so many people. We have a good,
regular attendance on a Wednesday and Saturday but increasingly more people are coming to the
Park on other days to complete tasks or help the Rangers with any jobs that need an additional
pair of hands. I don’t know if you are all aware but the Rangers keep a folder of hours and tasks
done by the Friends and this shows that almost daily someone comes to the park to work. Going
through the Volunteer folder reiterated how variable the jobs are that are done by the Friends,
too numerous to list but all worthwhile.
I think we all get on so well being like minded people and we are so fortunate in having a workforce with such diverse skills. We have the planners, organisers and of course the labourers and
each and everyone is vital to make this great team what it is.
This year one of the major tasks has been the Labyrinth. John Randall put so much time and
effort in the paperwork to obtain funding that everyone was delighted when the grant was
received to finance the project. In all 87 different people have worked on it and 2,277 hours
later we have the near completed Labyrinth and how splendid it is. I know that John received a
boost when Gordon returned to the park after a period of illness and was able to help in the
detailed planning. As you know the official opening is on March 24th when I am sure, it will be
then used by many groups and individuals.
Then of course there is Roger who churns out good ideas like no tomorrow. The mushrooms are a
great success as is the hungry caterpillar and the frog. Long may you keep getting these ideas for
the rest of us to work on.
There was the great idea of Jill’s to improve the Sensory Trail and how improved it is. The
different tasks that can be accomplished by young and old on this trail is quite phenomenal and
is another much used part of the Country Park.
The Memorial Walk is another major accomplishment which is a popular walked area by people
looking for solitude and quietness.
There are lots of tasks that are done quietly in the background. The ladies who keep the bee
garden and gardens around the class room looking good, the folders of vital paperwork. The
ladies who help Sue and now our new lady Angela with the teas as well as the team of ladies who
make the delicious cakes for our now, twice monthly Sunday opening. The bee keepers who
keep the bees in order, Bill and team who will be looking after the fruit bushes etc. Then there
is our octogenarian friend who cycles to the park religiously to supply lovely flowers each month
for our café opening. I am really sorry if you did not get a mention but believe me whatever job
you do it is much appreciated, not only by me but also the Rangers.
Year by year we see the number of working friends grow. I think word is spreading round the
county what a friendly team we are and that we provide free tea and biscuits and occasionally
delicious home made cake. I think also the varied tasks that we accomplish has something to do
with it.

Well that brings us to the hours completed by the Friends in the last 12 months and here I think
we should have a fanfare. If we were getting paid the minimum wage, and I know there are many
Friends who would be entitled to a lot more, we have saved the Council more than £37,770. This
is an increase of 1851 hours from the previous year. Well done everyone.
I know so many of the public appreciate the work that we do. Only last week, when we were
repairing the footpath, one member of the public stopped and said are your really volunteers and
don’t get paid. I soon reassured him that was correct. He was most impressed and stated what a
good job we all do.
I have Zoe to thank for the wonderful job she does in organising us to get to Wytham and how
enjoyable that always turns out to be. It gives us the opportunity to let our hair down and to
enjoy the pancakes and marshmallows over the camp fire after a few drinks.
Finally I would like to thank Jean for her tireless work keeping the books balanced and Sue who
shuffles through the paperwork like a professional secretary. Lastly there is the Rangers who are
never too busy to answer a question or guide us on the tasks that need doing.
I think there are several Friends, me included, who use the Park as a kind of therapy process.
What better environment could we ask for to work in and what a wonderful affinity we have with
nature and all that it throws at us. Thank you for another lovely year and long may it continue.

Dorothy

THE HUNDRED YEAR PLOT
Left unattended for a long time much of Britain would probably become deciduous forest.
In 1882 a 0.1 ha section of a wheat field at Rothamsted Experimental Station in Hertfordshire was fenced off and left to nature. It is now woodland dominated by ash, sycamore
and hawthorn, with a carpet of ivy.
In December 2011 we marked out a 0.03 ha plot in the original grassland area and noted
that it was dominated by cocksfoot, and bent grasses, as well as clumps of dogwood and
brambles, with four young sycamore trees about 15 m high. It will now be left unmowed
and records will be kept of the successions of plants gradually taking it over. The soils had
been analysed previously (March 2011) during the habitat study, and found to be low in
plant nutrients. By contrast the Rothamsted wheat field was probably rather fertile in
1882.
The project is correctly entitled “Plant successions on reclaimed parkland of low nutrient
status”, but to encourage future generations of Rangers and Friends to maintain an
interest in it we have given it the alternative name
“The hundred year plot”.
David Charles and John Randall

Optical Illusion Gallery
This month a new addition to our very popular sensory trail has been introduced.
As the sign suggests— sometimes our senses can be tricked.
—Roger

The Flower
This sculpture has just been finished and has been erected near to the totem pole.
It is a cross section of a flower with a honey bee to illustrate the marvel of pollination.
The sculpture takes shape, the petals are plywood, the stamens are
broom handles topped with turned sycamore. The stigma was also
part turned on the lathe and part hand carved.
To make the bee I bought a 3D
puzzle, enlarged all the
pieces, making them from
plywood. These were then covered
with fibreglass for strength.

The flower was mounted on a post set in concrete and in front a sign which explains the process..
Many thanks to Jean and John for producing a lovely fence to protect the sculpture.
Roger

Work Days
The Friends’ work days will be held every Wednesday and Saturday.
Meet at the Rangers’ Office at 9.30 am.

Wildlife Update
Water Rail put in an appearance early in the new year when the lake was frozen, but were
in no danger as the cold weather lasted for a much shorter time than in 2011. At least 4
were counted between January 2nd and February 22nd.
The feeding site in P23 which is used for bird ringing and contains the bee hives attracts
Grey Squirrel to the grain hoppers. Ten years ago it was an uncommon animal on the park
as the trees were much smaller and not attractive to them but recently their numbers have
increased dramatically with a maximum number of 11 being recorded on 8th February.
Summer visitors are being recorded with Chiffchaff (>10) males being heard singing around
the park and Sand Martin (3) seen just before I sat down to write this on Wednesday 28th
March.
Only 2 new species have been recorded so far this year, one of which is an introduction as a
memorial tree, Himalayan Birch. The other record refers to a pair of birds seen flying in a
southwesterly direction over the park whilst we were bird ringing on Sunday March 11th,
which were Raven.
Mick.

Dates
Wytham May 8thto 11th
Wed 2nd May FoRCP
Meeting 1-30pm RCP
Wed 4th July FoRCP
Meeting 1-30pm RCP

Reminder from Jean
2012 Subscriptions are
now due.
Thanks
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